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Supplementary Materials and Methods  47 

1. Methods 48 

In this study, we examined the evolution of the deep Atlantic Ocean warming using 49 

the multi-dimensional ensemble mode decomposition (MEEMD) method (Wu et al., 50 

2009), which was developed based on the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) (Huang 51 

et al., 1998) and ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) (Wu and Huang, 52 

2009) (33). EMD/EEMD/MEEMD methods have been widely acknowledged for 53 

extracting essential physical information from nonlinear and nonstationary signals 54 

(Huang and Wu, 2008; Wu et al., 2011; Ji et al., 2014; Franzke, 2014). According to 55 

Google Scholar, the EMD/EEMD/MEEMD series of methods have been cited more than 56 

twenty thousand times. These methods have facilitated new findings in many fields of 57 

science, engineering, and medicine. In the following, we present a brief introduction of 58 

EMD and its subsequent developments, EEMD and MEEMD. The corresponding Matlab 59 

software, which we used in this study, can be downloaded from 60 

http://rcada.ncu.edu.tw/research1.htm. 61 

a. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) 62 

The empirical mode decomposition is an adaptive data decomposition method for 63 

analyzing nonlinear and nonstationary time series. It is intuitively simple, as illustrated in 64 

Fig. S1: Suppose, there is an amplitude-frequency modulated time series (expressed as 65 

the product of time-varying amplitude 1(t)a  and frequency-modulated carrier, often 66 

called mono-component, i.e., 1C  in Fig. S1) riding on a relatively slower varying 67 

component ( 1R  in Fig. S1).  For mono-component 1C , 1(t)a  and 1(t)a  are the upper and 68 
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lower envelopes, respectively. Similarly, 1 1(t) (t)R a  and 1 1(t) (t)R a  confine the 69 

inputted time series 1 1C R . 1 1(t) (t)R a  and 1 1(t) (t)R a  are smooth curves appeared to 70 

pass through local maxima and local minima, respectively. If the example is considered 71 

in a reversed way: for any given 1 1C R , by finding the upper and lower envelopes that 72 

smoothly connects all the maxima and all the minima of 1 1C R , one can define 73 

approximately 1R  and separate the riding wave 1C  from slower varying component 74 

background 1R . 75 

From above illustration, one can infer that the basic philosophy of EMD differs from 76 

previous generations of decomposition methods, such as Fourier transform based filtering 77 

and wavelet decomposition, in which a priori basis functions (such as trigonometric 78 

functions in Fourier transform and mother wavelet in wavelet analysis) are pre-selected to 79 

represent basic constitutes of a time series. In EMD, no rigid a priori basis function set is 80 

adopted; rather, the decomposition only uses a general assumption that any time series 81 

can be decomposed through separating riding oscillatory components of high frequencies 82 

from the varying mean flows of lower frequencies, with riding wave containing 83 

amplitude-frequency modulation. By removing the highest frequency riding oscillatory 84 

components contained in the data level by level, an analogue to removing petals layer by 85 

layer of an onion, one obtain naturally the amplitude-frequency modulated oscillatory 86 

components of any given time/space series, i.e., for any (t)x , EMD decomposes it into a 87 

finite number of oscillatory components and a residue trend: 88 

     tRtCtx n

n

j
j 

1

  ,                                                   (1) 89 
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where (t)jC  is the 
thj  component extracted from the original times series; and (t)nR   the 90 

residual trend containing at most one extremum or being monotonic (Wu et al., 2007) 91 

after all the identifiable oscillatory components ( 1C  to nC ) are removed.  92 

EMD has already been successfully applied to many geophysical studies. A detailed 93 

review of EMD algorithm and its intriguing geophysical applications can be found in 94 

Huang and Wu (2008) (and references therein). 95 

b. Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) 96 

Due to uneven distribution of extrema in a non-stationary time series, extrema-based 97 

EMD algorithm often lead to an EMD component containing widely different temporal 98 

scales as well as being very sensitive to the distribution of extrema along the time series. 99 

This phenomenon is often called “mode/scale mixing”. This unfortunate property has a 100 

more serious consequence: noise contained in data alters significantly the EMD 101 

components, making them hard to be physically interpretable. This was the reason why 102 

EEMD (Wu and Huang, 2009) is introduced. The basic steps of EEMD include: 103 

(1)  Add a noise series to the targeted data; 104 

(2)  Decompose into EMD components of the data with the added noise using EMD; 105 

(3)  Repeat step (1) to (2) again and again with different noise series each time; and 106 

(4)  Obtain the (ensemble) means of corresponding components of the 107 

decompositions as the final result. 108 

The EEMD takes the full advantage of the statistical characteristics of white noise 109 

and significantly reduces the chance of scale mixing and improves the robustness of the 110 
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components. Meanwhile, the added white noises are averaged out through ensemble 111 

mean. An example of EEMD decomposition of the mean Atlantic Ocean temperature 112 

(1000-2000 m) is displayed in Fig. 1 in the main manuscript. 113 

c. Multi-dimensional Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (MEEMD) 114 

One-dimensional data decomposing methods (such as EMD/EEMD) have 115 

limitations in extracting spatiotemporal coherent information contained in 116 

multidimensional data sets. The MEEMD was developed to meet this challenge (Wu et 117 

al., 2009). Since EEMD is highly temporally local and has low sensitivity to minor 118 

alteration to a time series, the corresponding components of the same rank (e.g., the third 119 

one) from the decompositions of time series from neighboring spatial grids (often 120 

satisfying this constraint) will also contain noticeable but often minor difference, and 121 

thereby keeping high spatiotemporal coherence. This characteristic makes it possible to 122 

track the spatiotemporal variability of climate variables of naturally obtained timescales 123 

through piecing together the components of the same rank from all the spatial locations.  124 

The MEEMD has some unique advantages over the commonly used domain-125 

dependent methods (e.g., empirical orthogonal function analysis) for its adaptiveness and 126 

locality. The spatial locality of MEEMD helps us to identify and trace the propagating or 127 

expanding signals. The spatiotemporal locality of MEEMD provides an improved chance 128 

to identify and diagnose the underlying physical information of data (Huang and Wu, 129 

2008; Wu et al., 2011; Ji et al., 2014; Franzke, 2014). Detailed method and applications 130 

to geophysical studies can be found in the supplementary information of Ji et al. (2014). 131 
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The temporal derivative of the trend at any spatial location is defined as the instantaneous 132 

rate. Fig. S8 presents the evolution of the instantaneous warming rate averaged for the 133 

depths between 1000 m and 2000 m. It shows the delayed warming along DWBC and the 134 

Equator, which provides the clear propagating signals.  135 

2. Evolution of Warming trend at different layers  136 

In this study, we calculated the MEEMD trends for all 42 levels of EN4 temperature 137 

data. The trends at the levels above 1000 m depth do not share the similar evolution 138 

features. However, the levels between depths 1000 m to 2000 m share almost identical 139 

evolution feature. Here, we only present warming evolution features of two levels above 140 

1000 m depth for examples. Fig. S2 and Fig. S3 are the evolutions of warming at depth 141 

207 m and depth 800 m, respectively. It is noted that these two levels are randomly 142 

selected from the layers above 1000 m depth. 143 

It is noted that the identical analysis has also been applied to Ishii data, which only 144 

have data above depth of 1500 m (Fig. S5 to Fig. S7). The results are qualitatively similar 145 

to those from EN4 in the layers below 1000 m. 146 

  147 
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 148 

FIG. S1. Illustration of empirical mode decomposition (EMD). The blue 149 

line 1C  is a pure oscillatory component (mono-component) with its 150 

amplitude 1(t)a  being given as the brown line at the top; the red line is the 151 

background slower varying component 1R ; and the black line is the sum of 152 

1R  and 1C . Among the bottom group curves, the brown lines are 153 

1 1(t) (t)R a  and 1 1(t) (t)R a , respectively. 154 
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 157 

FIG. S2. Spatiotemporal evolution of the MEEMD trend of Atlantic Ocean 158 

temperature for the depth layer 207 m. (A)–(F), temperature trends (K) ending 159 

in 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010, respectively.  160 

161 
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 163 

FIG. S3. Same as FIG. S2 but for the depth layer 800 m. 164 
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 167 

FIG. S4. Spatiotemporal evolution of the MEEMD trend of deep Atlantic 168 

Ocean temperature. (A)–(C), the same as Figs. 2B, 2C and 2D of the main 169 

manuscript, respectively but enlarged. 170 

171 
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 173 

FIG. S5. Spatial evolution of the MEEMD trend of deep Atlantic Ocean 174 

temperature (averaged over 1000 to 1500 m depth) for Ishii data. (A)–(F), 175 

Ensemble empirical mode decomposition trends (K) ending in 1960, 1970, 176 

1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010, respectively.  177 

178 
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 179 

FIG. S6. Same as Fig. 3 of the main manuscript but for Ishii data. 180 

181 
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 182 

FIG. S7.  Same as Fig. 4 of the main manuscript but for Ishii data. 183 
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 185 

FIG. S8. Spatiotemporal evolution of instantaneous warming rate of deep 186 

Atlantic Ocean temperature. (A)-(F), The instantaneous warming rate 187 

(K/decade) of the secular warming trend at 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 188 

and 2010, respectively. (G), The spatial structure of the warming rate based 189 

on the time-unvarying linear trend over the whole data domain from 1950 190 

to 2014. 191 

 192 

193 
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Captions for Movies S1  194 

Movie S1 | An animation showing the spatiotemporal evolution of the MEEMD 195 

trend of deep Atlantic ocean temperature from 1950 to 2014. 196 


